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The Secret World is an upcoming massively multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG)
developed by Funcom with a cooperation from EA. The Secret World sets place in a world between
reality and the abnormality, where myths, legends, and conspiracies become real. Players of The
Secret World must fight against vampires who hunts for mortal blood, werewolves who lurks in the
sewers, undead preys living in the shadows, and many other legendary monsters to keep the
boundary from the conceptual world.

The http://www.secretworldlevelingguide.org/ takes place in real-world locations throughout Europe,
Asia Africa, and America. When players choose to join one of the three secret societies, they are
automatically sent to their headquarters, which are located in various regions. The Templars have
based its territory in London, England, the Illuminati has an underground headquarter in New York
City, and the Dragon settled down in Seoul, Korea. There is no destination to this game. Players
can freely explore various lands, or join the battle in Hollow Earth in a player vs. player combat
(PvP).

As the players travel across the world, there are non-playable characters who gives various types of
missions to fight against the rising darkness. There are three types of missions in this game: story,
main, and ranking. Story missions reveals the storyline of the game. These missions are specifically
given to a faction, and so it cannot be shared with others. Main missions includes action missions,
such as defeating bosses and fighting against invading forces, investigation missions, which are
missions where players must solve mysteries and puzzles or must unlock codes on the locks, and
sabotage missions, which requires stealth move to invade enemy's base to disrupt their efficiency.
Lastly ranking missions are missions which increases the character's ranking within their faction.

Unlike other role-playing games, The Secret World is a freeform game, where there are no classes
nor levels. Instead, the game provides a numerous numbers of weapons, abilities, and clothing for
players to choose from. For example, there are various weapons for different combat. There are
melee weapons for hand-t-o-hand battles such as katanas and blades. Where as there are ranged
weapons such as automatic rifles or shotguns. Also there are magical spells for those who want to
be like a sorcerer who casts black magic or use voodoo. There are over 500 abilities in
http://www.secretworldlevelingguide.net/the-secret-world-info/the-secret-world-guide-to-the-combat-
system/, where players are able to learn any abilities they want until their ability points lasts. Players
are able to choose from hundreds of those powers to create a character completely customized to
one's liking.
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Cindy G. Clark - About Author:
To read more about the Secret World game, more information can be read at a the secret world
leveling guide.
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